TIle so-called amhiguities raised by the photon self-energy problem have been s·:;emed to be removed for a time by the ingeneous method of Pauli and ViJlars. J ) However, if we want to rewtite this method in the cus--tomary form, many difficulties arise.
Here, we intend to examine an alternative method to remove the ambiguities. The fiI:St problem concel1ling above mentioned ambiguities is whether the quadratic divergences exist or nol As is well known, we get them by the usual momentum space integration, but do not by Schwinger's calculation method. This difference is due to the definition of A(I)(x) at x=O, The latter calculation takes its principal value as follows:
and then removes the first quadratic divergence contrary to the former. If we want to take the same definition in the former, we must use the time=like and space-like A-Pro-
cess. 2l
The second problem is how to treat the integral
(1) According to Miyazima,:n it is evaluated as
and an ambiguity arises from the last c-term. If we determine this term uniquely by the suitable definition of the integral (2), a part of ambiguities wi!l be removed. It is likely to clcline it.!; ... as to rClluce OJ(1l -6.1(1) (5) to :r.ero hy t.'lking c = 1. but not c =2, Th(!refilre. if we put (qA~+1Il2)6(IIA!+)lt2)=O hefl)]";;: calculation;;, we get dili"erent result, the differcnCl! heing the \-alue of (4) Wentzel's one). This discrepancy is dut! t,) the fact that the left-hand side of (4 ,l vanishe~ cOI1(litionaly while the rig-ht-han:i side does 110t.
In order to remove this.lli,;crepancy. we are obliged to rely on the mixe(l theor\}l but there arises a new dlfliculty which is caused by the vector field introcluced in order to compensate the di\"ergeIlce~ of charl,'"C-r<mormali7..1tions with the cOIl,iiti')1\ 411+/11-;)1=0. where n, III and [ arc thl! numbers ",r particles of spinor, scalar :1.111' 1 vector tie!!!,;, In spite of them, tht're remain other diflicultit.'s which are 110t remo\'e,1 by the mixed theory. for instance, the problems of Dyson theorem.
In these circumstances, we can h,'\rdly say that we h,we any t'onsistent method of calculations and so, at the pre;;ent stage, to get a temporary way of escape, we must utilise the following three methods: i) P-auli's regulator.
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ii) the definition c=2 and iii) the definition c=O after using (4) at first in the calculation (by which the p. s. e. vanishes). The last two methods, however, make us resign ourselves to prove the identity (5) 
